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ON NON-COMMUTATIVE QUADRATIC EXTENSIONS
OF A COMMUTATIVE RING
TERUO KANZAKI
(Received January 30, 1973)
Let A be a ring with the identity element and B an extension ring of A with
the common identity element. B is called a quadratic extension of A, if the
residue module BjA is an invertible S-S-bimodule, i.e. BjA ®A HomΛ(J3/^4, A)
^UomA(B/Ay A)(SiA BjA^A. In [4], [5] and [9], one has studied about com-
mutative quadratic extensions. We like to extend these results to non-commutative
quadratic extensions. But, in general, it is difficult. In this note, we shall study
non-commutative quadratic extensions of a commutative ring. Let A be a com-
mutative ring with the identity element. Let D be an S-algebra with the identity
element such that D is a quadratic extension of a commutative subring B and B is
a separable quadratic extension of A. In the section 1, we shall show that if A
has no idempotents other than 0 and 1, then such an S-algebra D is either a com-
mutative ring or a central S-algebra having B as a maximal commutative subring.
We shall say that ^4-algebra D is a quaternion A-algebra with a maximal commuta-
tive and separable subalgebra B, if D is an ^4-algebra mensioned above and is a
central separable S-algebra. In the section 2, we shall show that a quaternion
^4-algebra with a maximal commutative and separable subalgebra B is characteriz-
ed by the separable quadratic extension B of A and a non-degenerate hermitian
β-module (V> Φ) of rank one. Let (F, q) be a non-degenerate quadratic ^ 4-module
such that V is a finitely generated protective ^-module with a constant rank two.
Then the Clifford algebra C(F, q)=C0(V, qϊφC^V, q) is a quaternions-algebra
with a maximal commutative and separable subalgebra C0(F, q). And, the
quadratic ^-module (V, q) is hyperbolic if and only if [C0(F, q)]—l in QS(A)>
where QS(A) is the group of separable quadratic extensions of A (cf. [4], [5] and [9]).
1. Let A be a commutative ring with the identity element, and B a commu-
tative and separable quadratic extension of A. Then B is characterized by an
invertible S-module £/, an ^-linear map /: U-+A and a quadratic form q: U-*
A, as B=A φ U and x2=f(x)x+q(x) for x^ U (cf. [4]). Let T be an S-algebra
automorphism of B defined by τ(a-\-x)=a-\-f(x) — x for aEzA, xEί U. Then we
have BT=A. Because, if x is in U and τ(χ)=χ, then/(#)=0, and 2#=0. From
the fact that a bilinear form Ό/g: Ux U-* A; (x9y) W\r> f(x)f(y)+2Bq(x,y)
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is non-degenerate (Theorem 1 in [4]), x is 0, consequently we have BT=A.
Therefore, B is a Galois extension of A with the Galois group G(B/A)= {I, T} .
If A has no idempotents other than 0 and 1, then G(B/A)= {I, r} is the group
of all A -algebra automorphisms of B.
Let D be an ^4-algebra which is a quadratic extension of B. Then we have
(1.1) Theorem. Let D and B be as above. If A has no idempotents other
than 0 and 1, then D is either a commutative ring or a central A-algebra having
the subalgebra B as a maximal commutative subring.
Proof. Since the residue B-S-bimodule DjB is invertible, there exists an
^4-algebra automorphism σ of B such that xb~σ{b)x (mod B) for all xGfl and
b^B. Then σ is either I or T. If σ = I , then for each x in D, d
x
(b)=xb—bx
is in B for all έ e B . The map d
x
\ B-^-B becomes a derivation of B over A. B
is seprable over over A, hence every derivation of B over A is 0, and so d
x
=0.
Therefore, D is a B-algebra. Since D is a quadratic extension of B, D is a
commutative ring. If σ = τ , then for each x^D, d
x
{b)—χb—τ(b)x is in 2? for
all 4 G £ , and the map d
x
:B->B is a (r, I)-derivation of B over 4^, i.e. A
x
{b
x
 b2)=
&χφ^)b2+τ(b*)dx{b2) for ήj, b2 in 5, (cf. p. 170 in [6]). Since DjB is a projective
left 5-module, the exact sequence 0—>B-^Z)-^D/.B->0 is split, i.e. there exists
an invertible left 5-submodule V of D such that D=BφV. We consider the
commutator ring VD(B)= {JTED; xb=bx for all i e B } , then VD(B)~DB. NOW,
we shall show VD(B)f}V=0. If x is in VD(B)f] V, we have dx{b)=xb—τ(b)x
=bx—τ(b)x^Bf] V=0, and so τ{b)x = bx for all ήei?. Since BZ)A is a Galois
extension with the Galois group G(B/A) = { I , T}, there exist Jj, 62, i r and c^
£2, £r in B such t h a t Σ ^ i^•== 1 and S A T W = 0 Then ^ = 2 ^ A - * = 2 / ^
T ( * i )
#=0. Consequently, we get F D ( J B ) = J 3 , i.e. B is a maximal commutative subring
of D. Finally, we shall show that the center of D is A. Let c be an element of
the center, c is contained in B=VD(B). For any # e V, cx=xc=dx(c)-\-τ(c)x
in δ φ F = D . Therefore, we have cx=τ(c)x. Since F is faithful over J5,
c=τ(£), and c is contained in BGCB/Λ:>=A. Therefore, A is the center of D.
2. Let B be a commutative and separable quadratic extension of A, and D
an ^4-algebra such that D is a quadratic extension of B. If Z) is central separable
over Ay then B is a maximal commutative subring of D. Because, when we regard
D as D®AB-Mt module by d®b x=dxb for d®b<=D®AB and X , G D , D is a
finitely generated projective Z>®,4JB-module and HomD(g,β (Z>, D)^VD(B)Z)B.
For every maximal ideal m of 4^, H o m ^ ^ D , Z>)®^^4
m
^Hom£)m(g)βm(Z)m, Aπ)^*
FDm(Sm)H)Bm. But, 4^m has no idempotents wihout 0 and 1, FDm(i?m)=i?m.
Therefore, VD(B)=B. B is a maximal commutative subring of D. We shall say
that D is a quaternion A-algebra with a maximal commutative and separable
subalgebra B, if D is an ^4-algebra defined above and is central separable over
A. If A has no idempotents other than 0 and 1, and if D is non-commutative
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and separable over A, then by (1.1), D is a quaternion A -algebra with a maximal
commutative and separable subalgebra B.
(2.1) Proposition. Let D be a quaternion A-algebra with a maximal com-
mutative and separable subalgebra B. Then D is a generalized crossed product of B
and G(B/A) (defined in [3]). Therefore, there exists an invertible B-B-submodule
of D such that D=B® V and B= V- V^ V®BV.
Proof. D is a central separable ^4-algebra and contains a maximal com-
mutative subalgebra B which is a Galois extension of A with the Galois group
G(BjA)= {I, r}. By Proposition 3 in [3], D is a generalized crossed product of
B and G(B[A), and so D is written as Z>=/ 7 ®/ τ , where//=£ a n d / τ = {x^D;
τ(b)x=xb for all b^B} are invertible £-2?-bimodules. Furthermore, the map
fτ,τ Jτ®2Jτ-*J/; x®y W-> xy is a B-B-isomorphism. Put V=]T> V is the
required jB-J3-bimodlue.
DEFINITION. Let δ D i be a commutative and separable quadratic exten-
sion which is a Galois extension with Galois group G(B/A)= {I, T} . For a left
fi-module M with an ^4-bilinear form Φ: MxM->B, we shall call (M, Φ) a
hermitian B-module if it satisfies
1) Φ(bx, y)=bΦ(x, y),
2) Φ(x, y)=τ(φ(yy x)) for every b^B and x,
We shall say that a hermitian B-module (M, Φ) is non-degenerate, if the ^4-linear
map M->HomB(M, B); xΛΛΛ-> Φ(-, x) is an isomphism. Let (Mly Φj) and (M2,
Φ2) be hiermitian B-modules. The product {Mly Φ^)®(M2, Φ2) is defined by
Φ!(8)Φ2) where Φ ^ Φ , : (M^βM,) X ( M ^ M J - ^ J B (x1®x29
^Λ?!, yi) Φ2(^2> jO We denote by (B, I) a hermitian β-module
defined by / (J, b')=b-τ(b') for ft, i r e 5 .
If Mj and M2 are finitely generated projective β-modules, and if (M19 Φ1)
and (M2, Φ2) are non-degenerate hermitian JS-modules, then the product (Mly
z, Φ2) is also non-degenerate.
(2.2) Theorem. Let Dbe a quaternion A-algebra with a maximal commuta-
tive and separable subalgebra B. Then there exists a non-degenerate hermitian B-
module (V, Φ) with an invertible B-bimodule V such that D—J50F, xb=τ(b)x
for b^B # e V and xy=Φ(x, y) for x, y^ V. Conversely\ if (V, Φ) is any non-
degenerate hermitian B-module with an invertible B-left module F, then an
A-algebra D=B®V which is defined by (b+x) (b'+x')=bb'+Φ(x, x')+bx'+τ
(b')x for b, b'^B and x, # ' e V, is a quaternion A-algebra with a maximal com-
mutative and separable subalgebra B.
Proof. Let D be a quaternion ^4-algebra with a maximal commutative and
separable subalgebra B. By (2.1), there exsists an invertible B-B-bimodule V
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such that D=B® V and F V=B. We define an ^[-bilinear map Φ : F X V-+B
by Φ(x, y)=xy for x>y^V. We shall show that (F, Φ) is a non-degenerate
hermitian 5-module. Put Ψ(x, y)=φ(χy y)—r(Φ(y, x)) for x, y in F. For any
maximal ideal m of A, the localization Bm is a semilocal ring, therefore Vm is a
free B
m
-module of rank 1. Let Vm=B
m
v, Ψ
m
= Ψ 0 I m , Φm=Φ(8)Im and τ
m
=
τ(g)I
m
 Then we have Ψ
m
 (bv, b'v)v=Φ
m
(bv, b'v)v—τ
m
(Φm(b'v, bv))v=(vb'v)υ
—v(b'vbv)=bτ
m
(b')v3 —τ
m
(b')bv3=0 in An. Therefore, we have Ψm=0 for any-
maximal ideal m of A, and so Ψ = 0 , i.e. Φ(x, y)=τ(φ(yy x)) for every x, y in F.
Since V(&BV-*B\ x®yMΨ^>xy is 5-5-isomorphism from (2.1), (F, Φ) is non-
degenerate. Conversely, let (F, Φ) be any non-degenerate hermitian 5-module
with an invertible left fi-module F. We can make a β-5-bimodule F by xb=
τ(b)x for b^B, x& V. Since (F,Φ) is non-degenerate, the map /
τ τ
 : V®BV~*
B; x<S>y*M->Φ(x, y) is a S-JS-isomorphism as S-S-bimodules. Py [3], we can
construct a generalized crossed prduct Δ(/, B, Ψ, G) of β and G=G(B/A)=
{I, r} provided Ψ Ψ(I)=B, Ψ(τ)= F, and a factor s e t / - {/=//,/,/
τ
./,//iT,/τ.τ},
where/ / τ : 5(g) βF->F; b(&xW^>bx,frJ\ V®BB-*V\ x(g)bW^>xb. To show the
commutativity of the diagrams of the factor set, we need only to show the
following commutative diagram:
^ V®BB
* fl.r
B®BV > V
we shall show it by taking the localization with respect to a maximal ideal m of
A. Then we have/T f Jo(/®/τ / r) (av®bv®cv)=frI (av®fTfT (bv®cv))=av Φ
(bvy cv)=aτ(b)cτ(φ(v, v))v=ar(b)cΦ(v, v)v=Φ(avy bv)cv=fτ/Γ(aυ®bv)cv=fIτo
{fτ,τ®I) {av®bυ®cv) for all av, bv,cv in Vm=AmV. Therefore, the diagram is
commutative. Thus, D = J 5 φ F = Δ ( / , B, ψ, G) is an ^4-algebra defined the
multiplication by (b+x)*(b'+x')=bb'+Φ(x, x')+bx'+τ(b')x for b+x, b'+x' in
B(BV=D. By Proposition 3 in [3], D is an Azumaya ^4-algebra, accordingly
D = J B © F is a quaternion ^4-algebra with a maximal commutative and separable
subalgebra B.
We shall call (F, Φ) a non-degenerate hermitian J5-module of rank 1 if (F, Φ)
is a non-degenerate hermitian 5-module and F is an invertible left ^-module.
For a non-degenerate hermitian β-module of rank 1, we denote by D (JB, F, Φ)
the quaternion A -algebra D with a maximal commutative and separable
sabalgebra B defined by (F, Φ) in (2.2)
(2.3) Corollary. Let (F, Φ) and(V, Φ') be non-degenerate hermitian B-
modules of rank 1. Then (F, Φ) and (F' , Φ') are isometric if and only if there
exists an A-algebra isomorphism of D(By F, Φ) to D(B, V Φ') which is idetity
map on B.
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Let (P, q) be a quadratic A-module with a quadratic form q : P-+A. We
shall call that (P, q) is a non-degenrate quadratic ^4-module of rank n> if P is a
finitely generated protective A -module with constant rank n, i.e. [Pm: Avχ\=n
for every maximal ideal m of A, and q: P-+A is non-degenetate.
(2.4) Proposition. Let (F, q) be a non-degenerate A-module of rank 2.
Then the Clifford algebra C(Vy q)=C0(V, q)®Cx{V, q) is a quaternion A-algebra
with a maximal commutative and separable subalgebra C0(V> q)> where C0(V, q)
(resp. C\(F, q)) is the subalgebra of C(V, q) of homogeneous elements of degree 0
(resp. degree 1.)
Proof. C(Vy q) is an Azumaya ^4-algrbra, and C0(F, q) is a commutative
and separable quadratic extension of A (Lemma 6 in [7]). Therefore, V^C1
(F, q) is a finitely generated projective C0(V, g)-module. We shall show that
Cj(F, q) is an invertible C0(F, #)-module. It suffices to show that for the case
where A is a local ring. Assume that A is a local ring. Then, V=Au®Av is a
free ^4-module of rank 2. Since (F, q) is non-degenerate, we may assume that
q(u) is invertible in A. Then we have C0(V, q)=A®Auv and CX(F, q)^V=
i4ttφiίv=C 1(F, #) u. Since w is invertible in C(F, #), Cj(F, #) is a free C0(F, #)
-module of rank 1.
(2.5) Lemma. Let A be a Galois extension of a ring Γ with a Galois group
G, and P a K-module. Then we have Hom
Γ
(P, Γ)=TroHomh(P, Λ), where Tr
(x)=^σ(x) for
σeff
Proof. Since ΛDΓ is a Galois extension with a Galois group G, there
exist x19 x2> -xn and ylf y2, --yn in Λ such that ^Σiσ(xi)yi= I Q' σ~ j . Then, for
/in Hom
Γ
 (P, Γ), F(—)=^ixif(yi—) is contained in HomΛ (P, Λ), and TroF
(*)=2iTr(^/(y, ar))=/(ΣίT r(^)y^)=/W f o r a 1 1 * ^ P - Therefore, / is in
TroHom
Λ
(P, Λ). The converse is clear.
(2.6) Lemma, Let (P, Φ) be a non-degenerate hermitian B-dmodule. Then
(P, Troφ) is a non-degenerate bilinear A-module.
Proof. TroΦ: PχP->A; (x, ;y)ΛΛΛ->Tr(Φ(#, y))=Φ(x,y)+τ(Φ(xyy)) is an
^4-bilinear form. We show that P-»Hom
Λ
(P, A) Λ;ΛΛ/^Tr(Φ(-, Λ:)) is an A-
isomorphism. If x is in P such that Tr(Φ(-, #))=0, Φ (P, x) is an ideal of B
and Tr(Φ(P, *))=(). Let b19 bzy---bn and ft/> Wy' 'h' b ^ elements in β such
that Σ A V = 1 a n d Σ f τ(ftί)6/=0. Then, we have ft=Σf Tr (bbi)b/=O for every
δ in Φ(P, Λ;), hence Φ(P, x)=0. Therefore, x=0. From Lemma (2.5), (P, Troφ)
is non-degenerate.
(2.7) Theorem. Let D=D(B, F, Φ) be quaternion A-algebra with a maximal
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commutactive and separable subalgebra B. Then there exists an involution σ: D-^D
which is defined by σ(b-\-v)=τ(b) — v for b^B, ^G V. We put N{x)=x σ(x) and
T(x)=x-\-σ(x) for x in D. Then N: D->A is a qduaratic form, (D> N) is a non-
degenerate quadratic A-module of rank 4, and D=B± V. T: D-+A is an A-lίnear
map and BN(x, y)= T{x σ(y)) for x,
Proof. Letx=b+v and χ' = b'-{-v' be elements in D=B@V. Then we
have σ{xx') = σ(bV+Φ(υ, v')+bv'+τ(V)v) = τ{bb' + Φ(v, v')) - {bv'+τ(b')v) =
τ(b) τ(b')+Φ(v, v')—v'τ(b)—τ(b')υ=σ(x') σ(x), and σ2(x)=x. Therefore, σ is an
involution. Furthermore, N{b-\-v)=bσ{b)—Φ(v, v) and Ύ(b-\-v)=b-{-τ(b) are
contained in BG=A, hence N: D^> A is a quadratic form, and the bilinear form
is BN(x, x/)=N(x+x/)-N(x)-N(x/)=xo-(x/)+x/σ(x)=:Ύ(xσ(x)) for x, x 'eZλ
Therefore, we have D=B±V. To prove that (Z), N) is non-degenerate, it suffices
to show that (B, N\B) and (F, N\ V) are non-degenerate. From Lemma (2.6),
Troφ and Tro/ are non-degenerate, and BN(b, i / ) = τ ( * τ ( 6 / ) ) = : T r ( έ τ ( έ / ) ) = T r o /
(b, V) for b, VSΞB and BN(υ, ίi')=T(ί;(V))=T(-Φ(ί!, υf))=-ΎroΦ(v9 v') for
v, V'^L V, hence (B, N | B) and (V, N \ V) are non-degenerate.
In Theorem (2.7), we put Q=-N\ V. Then (F, Q) is a non-degenerate
quadratic A-module of rank 2.
(2.8) Theorem. Let D(B, V, Φ) be a quaternion A-algebra with a maximal
commutative and separable subalgebra B, and N:D->A and Q=—N\V as defined
before. Then D{B, V, Φ) is a ίsomorphίc to the Clifford algebra C(V, Q) of the
quadratic module (V, Q) as A-algebras.
Proof. Since Q(x) is equal to x2=N(x) in D(B, V, Φ) for every x^ V, the
inclusion map V->Ό(B, V, Φ)—B®V can be extended to an A-algebra homo-
morphism p: C{V, Q)->D{B, V, Φ). From the fact that C(V, Q) and D(£, V, Φ)
are Azumaya algebras over A and are generated by V, we obtain that p is an
yϊ-isomorphism.
(2.9) Lemma. Let V be any ίnvertible B-module. Then for any fin HomB
(V, B) and x, y in V, we have f(x)y=f(y)x.
Proof. Put Ψ(xy y)=f{y)x—f{x)y for every x, y<= V, then Ψ : Vx V-+V
is a J3-bilinear form. By taking the loclization of V with respect to a maximal
ideal m of A, we get easily Ψm=0. Therefore, Ψ = 0 .
(2.10) Proposition. Let (F,Φ) be a non-degenerate hermίtian B-module of
rank 1. Then, the quaternion A-algebra D(B, V®B V> Φ®Φ) which is determined
by (F, Φ)(g)(F, Φ)=(V®BV, Φ ® Φ ) , is A-algebra isomorphic to HomA (V, V),
and this isomorphism preserves the structure of B-modules.
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Proof. We can define a map θ: D(B, V®BV, Φ(g)Φ)=£0 V<g)BV->¥LomA
(F, V) as follows: θ(b) (x)=bx for b^B, x^ F, and θ{u®v) (x)=Φ(u, x) v for
u§§v^ V®BVy X^L V. Then θ is an ^4-algebra homomorphism. Because, for
ό e B, U®V£L V®BV and # e F, we have θ(bu®v) (x)=Φ(bu, x)v=bΦ(u, x)v=
θ(b)oθ (u (g) ϋ) (ΛJ) and θ(u®vb) (*)=Φ (W, Λ?) uδ=τ (6) Φ (M, #)t;=Φ (M, 6ΛJ) ϋ =
θ(u<g)v)oθ(b) (x). And, for wig)*;, t*'(g)*/e F(8) 5 ^ and x e F, ί ( « ® ί i ) o ί ( M W )
(jc)=i (M®©) (Φ (Z/7, x7) ?/)=Φ («, Φ («r, x) v')v = Φ (u, v') Φ (Λ?, MO)^. On the
other hand, Φ(-, v') and Φ(-, z/') are in Hom
β
(F, β), by Lemma (2.9) we get
Φ(a, κ')Φ(«, « > = Φ ( Λ , wθφ(^> ^ > = Φ ( M , u')Φ(vy v')x=θ(Φ(u, u')Φ(v, Ό')) (X)
=θ{{u®v) {u'&)vf)) (x). Thus, θ is an ^4-algebra homomorphism. Now we
check that θ is an epimorphism. From Lemma (2.5), we have Hom
Λ
 (V, V)^=^
H o m ^ F , A)®A F^TroHom β (F, B)®AV^(Ύroφ{-, V))®AV. Therefore,
any element/in Yiovs\A{Vy V) is written a s / — Σ . Troφ (-, ui)vi—^Σιi(Φ(-, u{)v
+Φ(tt, , -)Vi) for some ui9 v{^ V, and by Lemma (2.9)9 f(x)=^iΦ(x9 Mf )
Φ(uiy ^ ϋ ^ Σ ί Φ ^ ί , Ui)x + θ(ΣiUi®Vi) (x) f o r ^ e ^ τ h u s > w e get
(v» M O + Σ ] " / ® ^ ) - S i n c e D(B> V®BV, Φ®Φ) and Hom^(F, V) are Azumaya
A-algrebras, θ is an ^4-algebra isomorphism.
(2.11) Corollary. D(By By I)^HomA(B, B) as A-algebras.
(2.12) Corollary. For any non-degenerate hermίtian B-modules of rank 1
(F, Φ) <mrf (F, Φ7), ( F ® B F , Φ(g)Φ) αwi {V®BVy Φ ^ Φ 7 ) are isometric.
(2.13) Theorem. Let D{By F, Φ) be a quaternion A-algebra with a maxi-
mal commutative and separable subalgebra By and (V, Q) a non-degenerate quadratic
A-module of rank 2 defined by D(B, F, Φ) in (2.8). Then, (F, Q) is hyperbolic if
and only if [B]=l in QS(A) (cf [4]).
Proof. In (2.8), we obtained D(5, F, Φ ) = C ( F , Q)=B®V, C0(F, Q)=B
and (^(F, Q)=V. We assume that (F, Q) is hyperbolic. Then we may assume
that F = P φ P * for some invertible A-module P and P * = H o m
Λ
( P , i4), and 0
(x+f)=f(
x
) for x e P , / e P * . Since p . p = P * . p * = 0 in C(F, 0 , we get C
o
(F, ρ ) = ^ e P . P * « ^ 0 P ® A P * . For any Σ ί *. /r i n P P*, we have ( 2 * ^ Λ ) 2
=Σ«\y Λ?. // ^ / y = Σ . ,y *. (// (xj)—xj fdfj = Σ .y /.• (^ K /y=Σ« .y // ( ^ K /y=
Si/**(^«)) (Σ» Λf/f) using Lemma (2.9). We condisder an ^4-isomorphism ^ :
P.P*(~P®BP*) ->A denned by ^ (Σ/ ^ Λ ) = Σ / Λ (^) for Σ / ^ / , in P P*.
Then we have (Σ* Xifi)2:=μ (Σ/ ^ί/ί) Σ *//«• f°r every Σ» ^// in P P*, hence
B=C0{Vy Q)**(P&AP*, μ, 0 ) » (i4, 1, 0) as A-algebras (cf. [4]). Accordingly,
[#]=1 in 5s(^) Conversely, we assume [5]=1 in Q
s
(-4). Then the quadratic
extension B of A has idempotents e
x
 and e2 such that 1 = ^ + ^ , ^!^ 2 =0 and 5 =
Ae
λ
ξ&Ae2. Furthermore, ^ J-module V is written as a direct sum of ^4-submodules
^ F a n d e jF. Since the Galois group G=G(BIA)— {I, T} is permutations of
{ely 2^},we have Q(^ Λ ) = Φ ( ^ X9 ex x)=e1τ(e1)Φ(xy x)=e1 e2 Φ(Λ?, ΛJ)=O for every
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# e V, Therefore, e1 V is totally isotropic. We have (e1 V)Λ~=e1V, because, for
*iJ>+*2*e(έ?2F)-\ 0=BQ(e1y+e2z, e1x)=Φ(e1y+e2z, e1x)+Φ(eιx, e1y+e2z)=Φ
(e2z, e1x)+Φ(e1x, e2z)=e2Φ(zy x)+e^(x, z) in e2A®e1A=B9 hence etΦ(x, z)=
Φ(x, e2z)=0 for all z in V. Therefore, we get e2z=0. Accordingly, (V, Q) is
hyperbolic (cf. [2]).
(2.14) Corollary. Let (P, q) be any non-degenerate quadratic A-module of
rank 2. Then (P, q) is hyperbolic if and only if [C0(Py q)] = l in QS(A).
(2.15) Corollary. If B is a quadratic extension of A such that \E\=\ in
Qs(A), then every quaternion A-algebra D(B, V, Φ) with a maximal commutative
and separable subalgebra B is split, i.e. [D(B, V, Φ ) ] = 1 in the Brauer group
B(A).
(2.16) Corollary. If A is commutative ring such that QS(A)=1, then every
non-degenerate quadratic A-module of rank 2 is hyperbolic.
(2.17) EXAMPLE. If A is the integers Z or the gaussίan intgers Z[ί], then
every non-degenerate quadratic A-module of rank 2 is hyperbolic {cf. [5], [7]).
(2.18) REMARK. Let K be a field, and (F, q) and (V'y q') non-degenerate
quadratic i£-mdoules of rank 2. Then, (V, q) and (V, q') are isometric if and
only if [C(V, q)] = [C(V, ?')] in the Brauer group B(K) and [C0(F, ?)] = [C0
(V'9f)] in QS(A).
Proof. For a field of characteristicΦ 2, this is obtained from Theorem 58:4
in [8], and for a field of charcteristic 2, is obtained from Theorem 3 in [1].
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